
I always like it when a local business has a sign out front 
reading here we ...grow...again! I break into a big smile with 
the thought that entrepreneurialism is alive and well, and 
flourishing. Our economy needs growth to sustain and to 
improve standards of living, so more is better. The same 
can’t be said though for taxes and, just to start your Monday 
off right (sarcasm intended), taxes are going up. In 
particular, as the article in the Globe & Mail outlines <here>, 
on January 1st, both the contribution rates for the Canada 
Pension Plan (CPP) and the maximum annual amount 
payable will increase by the most in nearly twenty years. The 
rate hike is a whopping 9.3%, raising concerns from 
individuals and businesses about shouldering additional costs in the middle of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
What’s driving this increase is concerns over the long term sustainability of the plan, so payroll deductions 
(a tax on earnings) are being increased accordingly. 

The implications of this for personal tax rates -the good old fashioned kind that are deducted from our 
paychecks -are obvious. Federally, the national debt now tops $1 Trillion (that’s a 1 followed by 15 zeros) 
and any government concerned about sustainability, will inevitably conclude that taxes have to be raised 
to bring debt levels down to put the countries’ finances on a firmer footing. The article mentions that the 
anticipated CPP shortfall will not occur until next century, if at all. Hmmm, projecting anything beyond 5-10 
years is difficult and beyond that very difficult, if not impossible. Yet here we are, staring 2021 in the face 
with inflationary pressures on goods and services in the background and tax increase in the foreground. 
Aren’t I a barrel of laughs! 

At the risk of sounding smug, this is exactly in keeping with 
our call earlier this year when governments began borrowing 
massive amounts of money to keep the economy going, and 
interest rates went to (all but) zero. Actuarially, the lower the 
cost of money, the higher the present value of a pool of 

capital must be to meet future pension obligations. For anyone commuting a defined benefit pension 
plan, you know this only too well. The drop in the 10 year government of Canada yield has juiced your 
commuted value considerably. But with CPP, we don’t have this option (of opting out), so the funding 
formula gets changed, and premium increases are unavoidable. 

Be ready for this and budget for 2021 accordingly. This might well include some spending restraint this 
holiday season. Support the economy -locally as much as possible please!- but factoring in a 9.3% 
increase in CPP rates (individuals pay half of this), is prudent. Sorry to be such a bummer, but it is what it is, 
and my role is to keep you informed. Always.

Be safe, be well!

Martin 
519-546-5088 

https://static.twentyoverten.com/5bab86d4e7e32f6280dc7ede/h-uAoOUF1w/here.pdf

